Schedule of Fees – 2016

The following is the schedule of Fees and Levies per child for 2016.

**Prep – Year 6**  
Tuition $1 442.75  
System Levies (eg. LEA, LEO, ISQ) $73.75  
Excursions $15.00  
ICT Levy $25.00

**TOTAL**  
$1 557  
$6 228

**Annual Facilities Levy** (Compulsory per family. Non tax deductible)  
$200

- If $320 or more is gifted to the voluntary Building Fund, then that amount will be tax deductible and the compulsory Facilities Levy will be waived.

**Extras:**  
Vary for each year level

- Uniforms and Text Books
- Year Level Resource Levy
- Sport and Instrumental Charges
- Camp Fees (Year 4-6)
- Year 3 & 5 NAPLAN Fee (charged by the government)

**Note:**  
Fees subject to change annually